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A COMPREH.RNSIVE STtJDY OF THE EARLY RESEARCHES IN THE 

AREA UNDER INVESTIGATION 

With the advent of modern civilisation the application:~ of elastic 

and plastic properties of solids are gaining momentum day- by-day 

becauae of th•ir nanifold practical usea in r~ngine~rtng--dls.~ and 

in modern technology. Attsmpte have been made by numerous research-

...:·ere to atudy the elastic behaviour:· of matter. Robert Hook ( 1635-

1710) gave a simple but highly restricted relation between stress 

and strain o~ the elastic substance. But the extensive study in 

this ~ield was made in the tweentyeth century. Linear analysis o~ 

the problems relating to static and dynamic behaviour· o~ elastic 

plates and shells has long attracted attention, resulting in a we-

alth of papers published by numerous authors. An extensive biblio

graphy on the subj eot has been presented by Gontkevioh £V • 

Moreover, Leisea L2J in his monogram bas reviewed a major part 

of the works done on vibration of plates. untortunate!y, the linear 

olassioal theor,y is no longer applicable in most of the cases of 

-----
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practical interest and tbia lead to the non-linear analysis of 

problems. Considerable interest baa been shown in the past in the 

aluUysis of tbe vibrations of plates and shell& associated with 

their symmetrical and un~ymmetrical bending obaraoters. The interest 

bad been engendered by tl;le Widespread us-e of euoh plates and shells 

in engineering design. s;rmmetrloal bending of circu-lar and rec-tangu-lar 

plates of nriable thicknes._ have bem 1nvest1·gated by dift'erent 

authors. outstanding research worke-rs in this field are H. Holzer LV, 

R. G. Olson LV and H. D. Conway rw. Invastgations of defleot:i.ons 

ot plate~ resting on elastic found~tion• with various- boundary 

coadi tiona bave been us~.d -bY di-tte-rent-aut}'lo-rs- inolqdi~g V. Lewe £flj, 

H. 14. Weatgaard fiJ, H. :r. Jf:,tetoher and c. J. Thirne ~~. s. ~tta 

)'a? ana~yzed large deflection of a clamped ~iroular plate on elastic 

-~ounda'ti-on unde-r -non-unito:nn but symmetrical loads. The solutions 

are given in the tor.m- ot an infinite series tDYolTing Bessel's 

tunotiena. 

There are situations, e.g., usa of aott filaments in aerospace 

structures, building aotiTitiea in oold regions, foundations ot 
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heavr duty maobines, underwater and embedded structures~ etc., in 

wbioh the etteot or the supporting medi~ baa to be considered tor 

adeq~te analysis. There is -a recent study by Natb and t~in Ll7~ 

in wbioh ~n ~isymmetrio s~11ow spherical sblll supported on an 

elastio toundation and undergoing moderately larg.e_d_e~ormations 

baa been analyzed by using -che-byshev series and- the- Houbolt technique 

f.i7V. l£ter on Y. Nath, o. llahrenholtz- and- K.. x. Varma ,Ll3§.7 

investigated the moderately large dyn~io response o! a doubly curved 

shallow spherical shell of rectangular plan to~, supported on a two 

parameter elastic aubgrade and subjected to un1!o~ly diStributed 

step and ainusoidal loadings. Von Karmar.i-Donnel type non-l~nea~ partial 

-4~tter~nt1-l equations ot motion are emp~oyed and lol~ed by usi,ng 
I 

ti'~ite -ditteren~e and Houbolt time marching t-~obniquea. Two boundary 

ooQditiona are considered. Tbe intluen~e ot stiftneases and mass of 

the el;&tltio aubgrade on the moderately 1arge amplitude o? response 

or- t-he- shell bas been investigated. 
\ 

some- investigations oonside:rins tbel'ID&l eUto-t oa pla-te-a- and shells 

resting on elaetio foundation bave been made by W .Nowaobi /iQ] and 

K. c. Pal Li~l. 
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Outstanding research workers in this fi•ld are J.L. Nowinski L'12_7, 

W.A.Nash and I.D.Cooley J13J, s.Wa.y ,{i4J. The symmetrical and 

unsymmetrical bending properties of plates and shells and ~!1~~:" _ -

:: ... ~' dynamic cba:racteristics pose great difficulties in solving the 

particular problem or~· practical interest due to their highly non-

linear behaviours. Attempts have been made by a number of workers 

to solve the necessary differential equations linearizing those 

through proper approximations. suoh an approach provides exact 

solutions of the probl•ms still the results so obtained do not 

claim non-tr.tviallY exact for truely complicated plate geometry 

which are actuallY used in practice. Approximate solutione of such 

problems may be determined rrom the two von karman £15J rield 

equations. As these equations involve the deflection and membrane 

stress runotion as two dependent variables coupled together, the 

solutions or complex problems require considerable computations • 

Jlany works baTe been done u~~n.g,_:..: karman equations among which tho 

works of Cbu and Herrmann£ 16_] and Yamaki £17J neeCI special 
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mention. Several techniques have been used to Solve the.m; For 

example, S.Levy ~18j7 substituted a double Fourier series solu-

tiona in the equations for rectangular plates and evaluated the 

coefficients • Chi-Teh-Wang ~19~ wrote the equations for reo-

tangular plates in a finite difference for.m and solved them by the 

method of successive approximations. s.Way aolved the circular 

plate equations by substituting a power series Solution into the 

energy expression determining the coefficients by setting the 

first variation of the strain- energy equal to the first variat-

ion of the potential enargy due to the external loading for any 

variation of eaoh coefficient. In fact, it iS very difficult, 

though not impossible, to obtain an appropriate approximate solu-

tion tor a truely oo.mplicated problem. 

In 1955 H.M.Berger 1-20 _] offered an alternative method,~or'-c': -~~::;.:-::::-;;::;, 

an approach, which may be applied to solve more complicated prob

lems. Of all the methods or approaches for solving the non-linear 
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some extent. ln tbis approximate method Berger a~eumed that the 

second strain invariant in the expreasion of the total potential 

energy o~ the system has ~e•n neglected in derivipg a atmple fourth 

order or4e:r d-:J.~~erential equation trqm two coupled tourth order 

-d1tt-erent1&1 equations tor deflections. A1tbough rio complete 

explanation_ot suoh assumption bas been draWn still the method 

yields solutions which are in excellent agree~ent With the ·~peri-

~ental teBulte. Berger• e equa tiona~ are practic~11t quasi -•on-linear. 

Berger•~ technique ~f neglecting th~ aeoond strain in-varian~ baa -

~een sqooessfully applied by many workers and obtained eatlefaotory 

.l.-~es~_t_e._ _Ap.plying Berger's method Iwinsk-i and Now~n-Bki /2V solved 

pro~~~s ~~ ortbotropic plates. B. Banerjee, s.N. &~n~ray, ~. C • 

. S!-n~m,y- a~d, JDS."Y other researchers pupli abed a s erie a ot papers 
I -

P. Biswa.s C32 _,_ 33 _7 applied the same technique to BolTe problems 

on elastic pl-at~s ;.nd shellll under a temperature d"ta,ltribution. 

Late-r -on, Nash and llodeer LMJ extended Berger~& method t9 a 
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dynamic case and it has subsequently been used by the others f35 -3!7. 

I. 11 •. ~a.aerj ee with biB co-workers published a large number of papers 

f38 - 45 J baSed on berger• a bypothesis. Kost of their works are 

~D1f re1ated to prob1~s concerning the variation of thickness ot 

p1ates aad shells. 

Be8].eotiag in-plane inertia, lla.Bh and llodeer [iflj and Chan L4V showed 

tbat the use ot such equations. ~or si.mply-suppo.rted plates yields 

resu1ta 1fb.ich are in excellent agreement With. those obtained from 

karman equations /J.tf?. 

The non-linear Vibration of plates neglecting transverse sbsar 

de!o~tions and rotatory inertia bave been studied and their ettects ~ 

were included in the studies of Yu a.nd Vinson f48.J, Singh, Ias and 

Sundararanja.n L4V, Kanak& Raju and Venkateswara Rao £5Q7, Xozlemya.kina 

and llorga1T&ki L5V, Satbyamoortb;y .f5'g. 

Yu and Lai L5;!7" determined the i~luence of transverse shear on the 

DOD-linear vibration of sandwich plates • Thic:k:ness shear nenbili ty 

wae included in the analysis ot Ambartsumyan L54J , 'lu and Vinson 
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~~ 

L 55 J, Singh, Da.e and Sundararanjan £56.} • Non-uniform platee 

were analyzed by Huang and Meng £57 J, Huang £58 J, Ramachandran 

f59J, Ramachandran and Reddy f60J, Huang, Woo, Walker and 

Ram9.iah and Kumar made a thorough study of annular plates £63J. 

The Ritz method was used with algebraic polynomial deflection fun-

ctione to obtain frequency parameter for all the nine combinations 

of simple boundary conditione for various ratios of flexural rigi-

ditiee and of boundary radii (b/a). Simple approximate formulas 

expressed the orthotropic frequencies in ter.ma of flexur.al rigid!-

ty ratios and the frequencies of corresponding modes in the axi-

symmetric caee. A simplified method based on the assumption that 

the radial bending moment ie small at a nodal cirole was shown to 

be especially useful ~or estimating frequencies of modes having a 

.large number or nodal circles. 

orthotropic circular plates having concentrio iSotropic cores have 

been analyzed by Woo, Krimser and Huang £64 J and Rao and Ganapa.thi 
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fl~. Axisymmetric frequencies were given for oases having clamped 

and Simply-supported boundaries. Annular corrugated dieke have been 

reproeented by orthotropio plates for the theoretical analyeie of 

the case in which the outside boundary is free and the inside one 

Clamped. Rubin £6~ used the frobenius method to etudy annular eeC-

tor plates with radial edges simply-supported. Vibrations of circu-

1ar polar orthotropic plates have also been studied by Padovan, 

Lestngi fi?J, Imer & Zimmermann £6~·and Pardoen /6'[7. The caee of 

a material with principal axes of orthotropy that are straight but 

not orthogonal bae been investigated by Nair and Durvaeula L'?Q7. 

They used the Ritz method and presented extensive numerical results 

for equare and ekew plates having various combinations of boundary 

conditione. Orthotropic rhombic plates have also bcea studied by 

Srinivasan and Ra.ma.chandranl?V. 

Dickineon~g? analyzed the orthotropic, clamped square plate subje

cted to hydrostatic loading by means of Bolotin's method •. Plates 

having two par.allel edges Clamped and the other two free analyzed. 
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The effects of residual stresses upon frequencies of a free plate 

with a weld longitudinally along its centre have been examined by 

R.F.D.Porter Goff~~- Exteneivc numerical results for simply-

supported pla tee having different rotational epringe along various 

edges and eubj ected to bi-axial in-plane loade have been obtained 

by Laura & Homanelli /?'!/. Jon<;a & Mazumder !Jfil addressed the pro-

blem of hydrostatically loaded, elliptic plate having clamped or 

simply-supported edges. Numerical results were presented !or a wide 

range of loading parameters and for various aspect ratios. Natural 

frequencies of plates having elliptical holes have been studied by 

P.K.Dutta & R.L.Carleon 17~- Rhombic plate problems have been stu

died by Srinivasan and Rame.c?andra.n f-777; trapezoidal plates have 

b€en studied by Greentham & Bailey 17~. Triangular and quadrilate-

ral plates have been analy~ed by C.W.Bert, Banerjee and othere/79-

81/. Vibrations of thick, eolid, circular plates have been studied 

by Chandraeekbaran and Kunukkaeseril /82-83], Y .K.Cheung [By and . 

Soni & Amba Bao LB~. 
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In the caee of von Karman equations investigators followed two al-

ternativee; a emall group used Chu and Herrman approach whiLe the 

other group worked with Timoehenko f8~ approach. 

Crawford and Atluri 18~ examined the effect of initial stresses 

on the non-linear vibration of simply-supported rectangular plat-

es considering in-plane inertia negligible. Errigen j8~ analyzed 

the non-linear axisymmetric vibrations of circular membrane using 

the initial membrane strain ae a perturbation parameter and in the 

year 1955 he examined the non-linear oscillations of viscoelastic 

plates with heriditary damping included in the stress- strain rel-

ations. A number or investigators analyzed the non-linear oeKill&-

tione of anisotropic plates. Yu jay, Yu and Lai /99], Shahin 19!7 

studied the non-linear vibrations of sandwich plates, while AlwaE 

aad Adimurthy L§gl studied the response of sandwich panels to pul

se excitations. Yu L9~ investigated the non-linear vibration of 

layered plates and shells. 

Hassert and Nowinski J_9'J, Wu and Vinson L9W, Sathyamoorthy and 

I 
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PandalaiL,9~ and Ramachandran /})?.J treated a rectangular plate with 

special reference to rectangular orthotropy. J.N.Reddy 198-lOQ?, 

Reddy & Liu ,tlolJ, .Reddy & Bert Llog?, Reddy & N. D.PHAN L1oV ,Reddy 

&D. Frederick. & others fio1] published a seriee of papers dealing 

with various orthotropic laminated, cross-ply and composite plates. 

Nowinski and Faul fioW analyzed crthotropic circular plates. Now-

inski and Ismail [.io§? and Vendha.n and Dhoopar fio'J7 analyzed ortb-

ctropio triangular plates; while Sathyamoorthy and Fandalai analyz 

ed rectilinearly orthotropic skew plates. Huang and Woo /10~ used 

a Ritz-Kantorovich method to analyze cylindrically anisotropic cir-

cular and annular plates, while Venkateewara Rao, Kanaka Raju and 

Raju used a.finite element methode to analyze orthotropic circular 

plates. J4a.yberry and Bert [loy experimentally investigated .the .'~":~-:;, 

_,?>;;- vibrations ot various laminated anisotropic rectangular plates 
~---

and compared their r•sults with an orthotropic plate analysis. 

Wu and Vineon extendedj5~ tbie analysis by including the shear tle-

xibili ty. Bennett LllQ?, Chandra and Baeava-Raju .Lil!J inve•tigated 
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respectively, the forced and free vibrations of angle-ply laminated 

rectangular plates, while Chandra and Baaava-Raju f11-?J- invaa_t~~~t-~ 

'ed free vibrations of cross-ply laminated rectangular platee. 

Bennett, Bert and Schimidt inv•etigated th~ non-linear osCillations 

of an arb1 t:rary laminated rectangular plates. Yen and iee fllo/~e_e~ __ 

the Lindetedt-Poincare technique to determine the non-linear vibra-

tiona of a circular memb:ra.n.e including the effe~te of the long! tu-

dinal inertia. They found tbat their solutions invalid when the 11-

near fundamental in-plane frequency is twice the fundamental trans-

verse frequency; this occurs. when the :i!
1
ni tial strain is about ().4882. 

Then they ob:tained an expans:U»nf~. valid tort,his internal reaonance 

caseJ however, they did ~ot indicate what material these results 

for 
can be applied to. We note tba y moat me tale the initial strain can 

not be made to exceed about o.o5. Chobotov and Binder Lll~ used a 

combination of a Ritz- Galerkin procedure and a perturbation tech-

nique to determine the effect of sinusoidal. excitations on the non-

liriea.r respQns.e. of circular membranes. 
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A number of investigators studied the dynamics of spinning disks 

because of their uee as saw- blades and turbine wheele. The impo-

tanca of flexural waves in causine spinning disk failures was rc-

cognized a long time ago by Richards(l872). Besides them a large 

number of workers namely Cambell, Von Freudeudrick, Tobias,Arnold, 

·.trilla.rn, Krauter, Bulkely, Efetathiadcs, Me Elman Advani, Bhattach-

erjee studied the various aspects of spinning diake and obtained 

satisfactory reEulte. Nowinski and Woodall ill~ etudied the non-

linear vibrations of spinning dieke. 

In 1961 (oct.) H .N. Chu published a paper on the i nfluencc; of 1a.r-

ge amplitude on flexural vibrations of a. thin circular cylindrical 

shell in the journal of Aerospace sciences. In 1962, J.Nowineki 

submitted an article on transverse non-linear vibrations of cyli-

ndrical orthotropic ehelle. In these\ papers on Nowinski and Chu 

the derivation of field equations wero same but those are obtained 

independently. The only exception to note here that the worke of 

Chu ie a special caee of that of Nowinski. Chu deale with isotropic 
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material whereas Nowinski deale with orthotropic materials. The 

results obtained by theee authors for isotropic ca~e are in close 

agreement with each other. Lateran, Nowinski (1963) revised hie 

paper starting with derivation of the general field equations us-

1ne in contrast to the procees followed by Chu where those equat-

ione are derived as, Euler-Lagrange equations from Th~milton•e pri-

nciple, the balance of momenta and the compatibility condition. 

Actually, Chu (1961) derived the counterpart of the works of Craw-

ford and Atluri for circular cylindrical shells. 

Cylindrical shellE were studied experimentallY by Olean }11~, Mat-

euzaki aod Kobayashi Ll117 and theoretically by Chu, Evensen, Nowi-

nski, Goodier, Mcivor, Bieniek, Fan Lackman, Evensen and Fulton, 

Mayers and Wrenn, Mclvor and Lovell and others jll8-12g. Nowinski 

studied the non-linear transverse vibrations of orthotropic cylin-

drical ehelle. Nowinski Ll~j7 also studied the response of a cylin-

drical shell to tra.nverae non-linear oscillations. Naeh and Modeer 

Ll2~ studied elaborately the theory,~f thin elastic ehelle. 

119332 
... 4 NOV 1997 
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M.M.Banerjce LJ2§1 analyzerl the non-linear free vibrations of shal-

low shells cylindrical in shape at an elevated temperature. J.l[azum-

der.J. published a ~eries of papers j127-13g? with his co-workers 

on the non-linear analysis ofp~tes and Shallow shells on various 

planforms utiliZing different techniques among which the applica-

tion of the method of conota.nt deflection contour lines is notabl•. 

The£e worke drew the attention of the present author to study the 

coneta.nt deflection contour lines method in tho analyBiB of plate 

and shell structures with more complicated problema. 

Leieea and Kadi j13~ enlighted the curvature effects on shallow 

shell vi bra tione. Jones and MazUm.der £13q studied the transverse 

vibrations of shallow shells by the method of constant deflection 

contour lines. Sin~~ray and Banerjee fl3~ studied the large ampl-

itude free vibrations of a shallow shell and analyzed the spheri

cal and cylindrical ehelleafter modifying Berger's equations. 

Timoshenko and Woinowineky Krieger ~56~ studied varioue aspect of 

the theor,y of plates and ehelle. Banerjee M.M., Biewas.P., Sikder 
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S j137-13~ studied the temperature effect on the dynamic response 

of spherical shells. One should also note the analysis of different 

shell structures investigated by different authore. Of such studies 

mention should be made of studies by Mcivor and Sonetegardji4Q.l, 

Groeeman, Koplik and Yu [14~7 on spherical shell. Hemispherical sh-

ells were studied by Jordan ll4~, while conical shells were studi

ed by Sun and Lee }'14~, square shelle were studied by Chanban and 

Ashwell L(14~, axisymmetric shellS and solids were studied by Naga-

ranjan & Popov Ll4~. Shells of revolution were studied by Strickl

in, Martinoj, Tillerson, Heng and F~ieler Ll4§7. Lebar, Batterman, 

Belytechko, Hsieh, Kankaraju and Venkateewara Rao f147-15Q7 studied 

various shells structures. Shallow shells were studied by Alekeeva, 

El-Zaouk and Dym L15!J and Singh, .Ins and Sunda:raranjan 115~. Curv

ed panels were studied by Hayes and Miles Ll5~, Greenspon Ll51J, 

Cummings ft5sJ, Rehfield, G·irl and Sparrow /15W. Homogeneous and 

layered plates and shells were studied by Wu and Witmer LI51?,cyli

ndrical pan ele were studied by Wu and 'Ni tmer [i58J, Volmir aad Kul-
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terbaov Ji5V, RamaChandran and Jlurtb;y-ft6Ql. Sabinpoor fl6~analyz•d 

tile combined rad~al axial l.,_rga amplitude oscillations of byper•la&tic 

Oy!lndrical tubes while Tbu~n and Koti Ll6g? an&lyaed tb• non-linear 

Jlajumder, J. and :Buoco, D. fi6Y studied tt;l• tranaveree vibrations 

a.-

of vis*o•la&tic &·hallow shells. llajumder, :r. ptiblisbad a aeri•a of 

papers on elastic~ plastic plates and sheiis. 

J'rpm the above st~dies it appearo to the present author that the 

follo~ng studies are not oomplet.e and need elaborate inveatgations. 

(i) use of ~on Jr;a~n equations in noq-_homogeneoua •la&tio plate 

proble~a appears to be rare and ilo literature is available to the 

(11) N~ 11tel1iiotura· ia available whe~ a oompal11tiTe study on Berger•• 

approaoh With iJ;a modff'1oat1on mentionin~ th-.ir merits and d-em·•rtta 

bas been att«mpted. 

(iii) uee ot non-homogeneous elastio-plastio plates in modern space 

shuttle atruoturee, in otvil and aero-space engineering are very Wide 

and no literature is found -where elastic--plastic plates or variable 
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thickness or of variable flexural rigidity have been analyzed. 

(iv) Modern structures are expected to experience severe vibrEJ,tions 

in whio"h damping or resiSting forces are always oalled into play a:nd 

aa a result of',·whioh damped vibrations aro 'JbVious. No paper has be ... _. 

en found where non-linear ~pad oscillations of' elasto-pl,stio sh-
-' 

allow shells are analyzed. 

(v} Modern structures are usually set upon elaetio subgrade. The et-

feat of foundation on large deflections ot plates and shells haTe 

been studied by numerous authors using dittewent approaches, but 

the application ot constant deflection contour lines to solve such 

problems and to obtain exact solutions ap~ears to be rare. 

( v1) The affect of temperature field in the non .• linear vi bra tiona 

are very common and only a few li te::"&turee are ava:f.lable on the topic. 

(vii) Critical reviews on the existing methods which are frequentlY 

used in, the linear and non71inear analysis of plate and shell probl-

~ms &re very rare. and need such studies. 

The vree ent ·a.uth~r has muoh attraction to make a th~rrough inves tiga-
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tiona on the vibrational aspects ot elaetio and elaeto-plaetic 

plates and shells including their static behaviours and to find 

out shortcomings in the early investigations inthe field under 

consideration. For this purpose the present author studied eome 

linear and non-linear static and dynamic behaviours of elastic 

and Elaet1c-plaet1~ plates and shellS ueing classical field 

equations with suitable techniques. A critical survey on the 

non-linear ana1ye1e. reveals that no unified method Qx.iat.s...::r.:c·.,.. 

which can be used to find out approximate solutions for all the 

problems; rather it ie the eecence of the present study tba.t the 

method of constant deflection contour linee may perhaps, conven-

iently be used for this purpose. 


